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Abstract
We manipulated the visual information available for grasping to examine what is visually
guided when subjects get a precision grip on a common class of object (upright cylinders). In
Experiment 1, objects (2 sizes) were placed at different eccentricities to vary the relative
proximity to the participant’s (n=6) body of their thumb and finger contact positions in the
final grip orientations, with vision available throughout or only for movement programming.
Thumb trajectories were straighter and less variable than finger paths, and the thumb normally
made initial contact with the objects at a relatively invariant landing site, but consistent thumbfirst contacts were disrupted without visual guidance. Finger deviations were more affected by
the object’s properties and increased when vision was unavailable after movement onset. In
Experiment 2, participants (n=12) grasped ‘glow-in-the-dark’ objects wearing different
luminous gloves in which the whole hand was visible or the thumb or the index finger were
selectively occluded. Grip closure times were prolonged and thumb-first contacts disrupted
when subjects could not see their thumb, whereas occluding the finger resulted in wider grips
at contact because this digit remained distant from the object. Results were together consistent
with visual feedback guiding the thumb in the period just prior to contacting the object, with
the finger more involved in opening the grip and avoiding collision with the opposite contact
surface. As people can overtly fixate only one object contact-point at a time, we suggest that
selecting one digit for on-line guidance represents an optimal strategy for initial grip
placement. Other grasping tasks, in which the finger appears to be used for this purpose, are
discussed..
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Introduction
Binocular visual guidance of the opposable thumb and finger when precisely grasping objects
is accredited as one of the most crucial developments in human evolution and central to our
success as species (Napier 1961; Sakata et al. 1997; Castiello 2005). The act is traditionally
conceived as comprising two temporally coordinated components (Jeannerod 1981):
transporting the hand – or more specifically, the wrist – towards the object’s location (reach
component); and opening the thumb and finger to a maximal aperture near the object before
closing them together in a ‘pincering’ action onto optimal contact points for grip stability
(grasp component). According to this ‘two-visuomotor-channel’ (2VMC) model (Jeannerod
1981) – and variants of it (Hoff and Arbib 1993; Paulignan et al. 1997; Meulenbroek et al.
2001; Rosenbaum et al. 2001; Mon-Williams and Tresilian 2001) – visual computation of the
position, size and geometry of the goal object is transformed into motor commands that cause
the opposing digits to move relative to each other as functional grasping unit to achieve this.
There are several alternative accounts. Among these are suggestions that grasping constitutes a
‘two-digit-pointing’ (2DP) manoeuvre (Smeets and Brenner 1999), whereby the underlying
transformation involves visual selection of the best contact positions on the target, followed by
motor outputs which direct relatively independent movements of the thumb- and finger-tips to
their different object end-points.
A problem with many grasping models is that they are primarily based on analyses of
the spatiotemporal characteristics of the maximal digit opening at grip preshaping, which are
largely the outcome of movement programming. A key reason for this is that data concerning
features of thumb and finger closure in establishing initial object contact – the period during
which visual guidance contributes importantly to end-point grip accuracy (Servos and Goodale
1994; Watt and Bradshaw 2000; Melmoth and Grant 2006; Melmoth et al. 2007; Anderson and
Bingham 2010) – remain rather limited (see Castiello 2005).
Our interest in this issue was initially aroused by a common, but unexpected, finding in
our previous work in which subjects were required to ‘quickly and accurately’ grasp cylindrical
objects – a familiar occurrence in both daily life and laboratory settings. This was that for the
great majority of trials, getting a grip did not end in a simultaneous pincering of the target, but
in a ‘first-contact’ by one digit while the grasp was still closing (see Figure 1). This raised the
question of whether it was the thumb or the finger that usually made first-contact, and alerted
us to another general problem associated with visually guiding a two-digit grasp compared to
single-digit point – which is that we can only fixate on one position in space at time. Do we,
then, select a single digit to guide to its end-point while closing the grip or adopt some
3
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alternative strategy, such as switching fixations rapidly between the two contact sites or
focussing on the target’s centre of mass so that both end-points are in equivalent regions of
parafoveal vision? Our motivations in the present study were to shed light on these issues by
examining how the two digits are guided during precision grasping.
[Figure 1, near here]
Wing and Fraser (1983) were among the first to do this. They compared the trajectories
of the wrist, thumb and index finger during reaches to midline-presented cylindrical targets
executed by a patient skilled in the use of a prosthetic hand. They found that when using her
natural hand, both digits initially moved together in parallel to the wrist-target axis but that, in
the second half of the movement, while the thumb maintained a relatively straight path to its
contact site, the finger moved out and in to open and close the grip. Interestingly, the subject’s
behaviour was the same when using her artificial hand, even though its mechanism required
subordination of the wrist, by marked abduction, in order to maintain the directness of the
thumb trajectory. Wing and Fraser (1983) argued that the thumb is visually monitored in order
to provide a ‘line of sight’ for on-line guidance of the wrist/hand in the transport end-phase.
Haggard and Wing (1997) provided support for this idea, by directly comparing the envelopes
of spatial variability in the lateral deviations of the wrist, thumb and finger, from their start to
end positions, during forward hand transport to grasp a cylindrical dowel. They showed that
average trial-by-trial standard deviations in the trajectory of the thumb always decreased more
markedly than the wrist as the movement progressed. Since noise in the motor system tends to
accumulate with movement duration, Haggard and Wing (1997) argued that the improving
positional accuracy of the thumb was likely the result of an ‘active control’ process based on
visual feedback related to this digit. They did not, however, report whether a marked reduction
in late variability comparable to that of the thumb also occurred for the finger.
Subsequent work employing a wider range of table-top object locations, sizes and/or
orientations, have supported the generality of straighter thumb compared to finger transport
(Galea et al 2001) and the relative invariance of end-point thumb versus wrist positions
(Paulignan et al 1997). In this latter study, however, the spatial variability of both the thumb
and finger trajectories reduced markedly towards the end of repeated movements to each target,
with no significant difference between the two at the presumed moment of object contact,
thereby implying that each digit is under similarly active guidance. This finding accords with
most grasping models. Moreover, Smeets and Brenner (1999, 2002) have argued that the
directness of the thumb’s trajectory results from the fact that its contact position is more visible
and closer to the subject’s body than that of the finger, with the path of this latter digit obliged
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to deviate outwards around the edge of the opposite object surface. That is, the differing thumb
and finger trajectories are more a consequence of the differing orientations of their contact
positions, as explicitly predicted by the 2DP model. In an experiment in which, for these
reasons, subjects were deliberately constrained to pincer grip midline-presented circular discs
at an angle parallel to their frontal plane (i.e., with each digit-tip equidistant from the body),
Smeets and Brenner (2001) obtained evidence supporting further predictions of 2DP; that the
maximal lateral deviations of the two digits should occur at independent times in the
movement, with the digit having the earliest maximal deviation taking a wider and more
variable path. However, it was the thumb that satisfied these conditions, casting further doubt
(e.g., Paulignan et al. 1997) upon its special role in transport guidance.
Here we began by re-examining the kinematics of more natural reach-to-precision grasp
movements directed at a cylindrical (household) objects, in which we combined analyses of the
amplitude and variability of the digit’s trajectories during the second half of the movement,
with aspects of the timing and variability of their placements at object contact. Targets were of
two diameters, placed at one of four locations; one (near) position along the subject’s midline –
as in most previous studies – or at three (far) locations, -10o across the midline and at +10o and
+30o ipsilateral to it. This latter arrangement exploited the fact that final grip orientations vary
systematically with target eccentricity (Paulignan et al. 1997), being almost parallel to the midsagittal axis with the thumb contact site much nearer the body at the -10o position, but nearperpendicular to it with near-equidistant thumb and finger contact sites (c.f., Smeets and
Brenner 2001) at the most peripheral (+30o) location. In other words, we varied target size and
the relative visibility and closeness of the contact surfaces from trial-to-trial, to determine
whether these factors differentially affected the actions of the two digits.
We then undertook more direct evaluations of the thumb-as-visual-guide (TAVG)
hypothesis via two different approaches. First, we had the participants perform the same
movements, but without visual feedback during their execution. This was a direct test of a
caveat raised by Haggard and Wing (1997, pp. 287) about their own conclusions regarding the
special role of the thumb, that, to paraphrase; ‘if purely visual, [its relative directness] might
vanish if movements are made without visual guidance, [whereas] if they persist, [its] role in
hand transport must be caused by factors other than its convenient visibility’. Second, we
examined the effects of selectively occluding vision of either the thumb or the finger during the
movement. This provided an opportunity to test whether compromising the visibility of each
digit had different (TAVG) or equivalent (2VMC, 2DP) effects on the visual feedback phase of
getting a precision grip.
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Materials and Methods
Subjects in the experiments (n=18) were young right-handed adults (aged 18-35 years) with
normal or corrected-to-normal vision, stereoacuity thresholds of at least 40 arc secs (Randot
stereotest, Stereoptical Inc., Chicago, USA), and no history of neurological impairment.
Informed consent was obtained for participation, and conduct was in accordance with the
Declaration of Helsinki and Senate Ethics Committee of City University London approval.

Experiment 1: Getting a normal grip
Hand movement recordings
Initial data were collected from 6 subjects who precision grasped cylindrical household objects
of similar height (100 mm) but different width – a ‘small’ (2.4 cm) diameter glue-stick and a
‘large’ (4.8 cm) diameter pill-bottle – placed at one ‘near’ (25 cm) or three ‘far’ (40 cm)
locations at -10o across and +10o and +30o uncrossed with respect to their midline start
positions. Standardized methods were used to record their hand movements (Melmoth and
Grant 2006; Melmoth et al. 2007). Subjects sat at a table (60 cm wide by 70 cm deep) on which
the goal objects were placed. They gripped a 3 cm start button situated along their midline and
12 cm from the table edge between the thumb and index finger of their preferred hand. Passive,
lightweight infra-red reflective markers (7 mm diameter) were placed on the wrist, and tips of
the thumb (ulnar side of nail) and finger (radial side of nail) of this hand, and on top of the
centre of each object. Instantaneous marker positions were recorded (at 60 Hz) using three
infra-red 3D-motion capture cameras (ProReflex, Qualisys AB, Sweden), with a spatial
tracking error of <0.4 mm. Subjects wore PLATO liquid crystal goggles (Translucent
Technologies Inc., Toronto, Canada), the lenses of which were opaque between trials, but
become suddenly transparent when activated in conjunction with hand movement recording
onset. Participants were instructed to reach out “as naturally and accurately as possible” to pick
up the object using a precision grip, place it to the right, and return to the start position.
Subjects performed 4 repeats of the 8 (2 size x 4 location) trial combinations in a single block,
with object presentations in the same pseudo-randomized order.
In the second part, subjects performed a further block of identical trials without visual
guidance. All methods were the same, except that the PLATO goggles opened for 1 sec so that
the subjects could programme their up-coming movement, but then closed, this being the ‘go’
signal for them to execute the grasp in the absence of on-line visual feedback.
6
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Analysis of grasping data
Conventional dependent measures of the movement kinematics were determined for each trial.
Those largely reflecting movement programming were: the reaction time (from the ‘go’ signal
to movement onset, when wrist marker first exceeded a velocity of 50 mm/s); the peak velocity
of the reach and time to peak velocity; the peak grip aperture between the two digit-tips at grip
pre-shaping and the time to peak grip. Measures of movement execution were: the overall
movement duration (from onset to initial object contact, when the target was first displaced by
>1 mm in 3D space); the grip closure time from peak grip to initial object contact; the grip size
at contact and the velocity at contact (the latter determined from the wrist marker). Grip
aperture data were corrected for differences in digit thickness between participants, as in our
previous work (Melmoth and Grant 2006; Melmoth et al. 2007).
Additional measures of the trajectories of each digit-tip were determined from their
forward and lateral deviations parallel to the table surface, and relative to a direct line from
their positions on the start button to their initial contact point on the objects. From this we
calculated the amplitude of maximal lateral deviation (LatDevmax) of the thumb and the finger
on each movement, with positive values representing rightward deviations. Taking the shortest
Euclidean path (i.e., with zero deviation) in moving each digit from its start to end positions
can be considered ‘ideal’ with respect to optimizing energetic costs (Soechting et al. 1995).
But, more pragmatically, these measures were chosen because they directly correspond to or
closely resemble those computed by others in previous work. We also determined the spatial
variability of the lateral deviation of each digit in the second half of the movement, as a
measure of their active on-line guidance during this period (c.f., Wing and Fraser 1983). For
this, the lateral deviation of the thumb and finger in the recording frames corresponding to 6
normalized time-points (50%, 60%, 70%, 80%, 90% and contact minus one frame) in their
movements were obtained for each subject on each trial-type, with approach variability of each
digit expressed as the standard deviation of these measures at each time-point.
The digit making first-contact with the object was determined from the marker which
was closest to the centre of the object (in the x-y plane) in the recording frame that defined
initial contact (>1 mm target displacement). This criterion was chosen because it is well above
the positional noise level of our recordings and because we have shown empirically that target
movements of this magnitude reliably occur when the object is first touched. Because both
digits rarely made simultaneous contact (i.e., in the same recording frame), the moment of
second-digit-contact was determined from the subsequent frame in which the marker on this
digit achieved minimum velocity, indicating that it had stopped moving (see Fig.1) and that the
7
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grip was about to be applied. The thumb and finger positions at these moments of contact were
also determined independently from the x- and y-coordinates of the marker on each digit
relative to the marker on the centre of the target (which served as the origin), with the x-axis
representing the object’s width or frontal plane and the y-axis its depth. From these
coordinates, we confirmed that grip orientations varied systematically with target eccentricity
(Paulignan et al. 1997), by calculating the angle formed by their opposition axis on the object
relative to the frontal plane, wherein an angle of 90o indicated that the digits were aligned
exactly perpendicular to this plane and of 0 o that they were parallel with it. Positional
variability in the initial contacts of each digit in each of the two axes was also calculated from
the average of their standard deviations by trial-type in each subject.
In general, the median values obtained for each dependent measure on equivalent
(object size x location) trials in each subject were analyzed by Huynh-Feldt corrected repeated
measures analysis of variance. Post hoc tests were conducted with the Bonferroni adjustment
for multiple pair-wise comparisons to examine the origin of main effects or with the unadjusted
Least Significant Difference (LSD) test where the main effects had no explanation. The
significance level was set at p<0.05. Departures from these procedures are indicated in the text.
[Figure 2 & Table 1, near here]
Results
Figure 2 shows examples of the digit trajectories during reach-to-precision grasps of the small
and large objects at the two locations (-10o crossed, +30o uncrossed) for which differences in
relative visibility of their contact sites and closeness of the thumb were the most extreme. Grip
orientations rotated on the objects from near perpendicular (~75o) to the frontal plane to almost
parallel to it (~30o) on completion of the respective movements. Formal analysis (see Table 1;
Full Vision) showed that this was a main effect [F(3,15)=141, p<0.001] of target location, with
the mean angle between the two digits being significantly different between all 4 positions
(p<0.01, for each comparison) and always greater for the small versus large object [F(1,5)=326,
p<0.001] at each position.
There were main effects of both digit [F(1,5)=116, p<0.001] and object position
[F(3,15)=4.4, p=0.02] on the maximal deviation of the thumb and finger trajectories. Most
strikingly, the thumb always deviated less on its path to the object (Fig.2; Table 2), with an
overall mean LatDevmax (+31.3 mm + 1.8 sd) around half that (+57.1 mm + 5.0 sd) recorded
for the finger. The smaller effect of position resulted from greater deviation of both digits for
movements to the most peripheral (+30o) compared to the near-midline and crossed (-10o)
locations. This effect further showed a tendency [digit x location interaction, F(3,15)=3.2,
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p=0.066] to be greater for the finger than the thumb, despite the more equal visibility and
closeness of its contact surface on the peripherally-located objects.
There was also a significant digit x object size interaction [F(1,5)=6.9, p=0.047] which,
again, was due to wider finger compared to thumb deviations. Counter-intuitively, this
interaction arose because the finger LatDevmax was greater (+61.0 mm + 6.7 sd) when subjects
grasped the small compared to the large diameter (+54.1 mm + 5.6 sd) object, despite showing
the usual effect of object size on peak grip aperture [small 69.0 mm + 9.3 sd versus large 82.9
mm + 9.5 sd; F(1,5)=116, p<0.001]. Further analyses revealed the explanation for this (Fig.2,
Table 2). Note that the LatDevmax for both the thumb and finger were in a rightward direction
(yielding values of positive sign) and these typically occurred early in the second half of their
movement durations – at respective means of 55.4% (+ 1.4% sd) and 56.3% (+ 1.5% sd) – and
significantly earlier than the moments of peak grip aperture at 61.2% (+ 3.3% sd) of the
movement (unpaired t-tests, both p<0.01).
Inspection of individual trajectories revealed that, at the moment of peak grip, the
thumb continued to move inwards only deviating outwards in the direction opposite to the
finger later in its trajectory (e.g., Fig.2) when the finger was now moving in towards its contact
site. It transpires that such late thumb path changes have been observed before, although not
specifically commented on despite expectation of a simple curved trajectory, when subjects
grip cylindrical objects (see Schlicht and Schrater, 2007, Figs.3 & 1). These findings lead to
two conclusions. First, they suggest that formation of the peak grip does not result from the
two digits moving in opposite directions relative to each other, but is determined mainly by the
outward deviation of the finger. Second, the finger LatDevmax reflects the extent to which this
digit affords spatial clearance to the lateral edge of the target, with a wider deviation in the
approach to the smaller object – the least stable of the two and relatively easy to knock over –
probably occurring to avoid colliding with it.
Despite the late direction reversal in thumb’s path, its approach variability (average
standard deviation) on repeated trials was significantly less [F(1,5)=34.6, p=0.002] than that of
the finger (Table 2), and independent of object position or size. There was also a main effect of
time [F(5,25)=64.7, p<0.001] on this parameter and a significant digit x time interaction
[F(5,25)=16.0, p<0.001]. These effects (Fig.3) occurred because the variability of both digits
progressively reduced as they got closer to the target, but whereas the thumb’s trajectory was
much more consistent than the finger between 60-90% of movement duration, the smaller
difference present just before contact was not. Nonetheless, it was the thumb that made great
majority (81.2%) of first-contacts with the objects (Fig.4) with the tip of this digit much closer
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(by > 10 mm) to the centre of the object on ~15% of trials, a proportion similar to the
combined total of finger-first contacts (10.4%) and simultaneous pincer grips (8.4%). Indeed,
across all trials, the thumb contacted the objects ~40 ms before the finger. Average trial-bytrial standard deviations in thumb positioning at contact was also generally less than that of the
finger (Table 1), with its reduced positional variability in the y-axis or depth plane of the
objects almost achieving significance [F(1,5)=5.2, p=0.072].
Since these findings were independent of final grip orientations, they appear most
consistent with the TAVG. In support of this, while movements ending in finger-first contacts
were equally distributed among the different trial combinations [x2=10.4, df 7, p>0.1], aspects
of their kinematics (non-parametric, related-samples Wilcoxon signed rank test) differed from
those in which the thumb was first to touch the object. Specifically, finger-first compared to
thumb-first trials ended in higher velocity (115 mm/s ± 32 sd versus 82 mm/s ± 25 sd) and
wider grips (57.1 mm ± 11.3 sd versus 44.8 mm ± 5.9 sd) at initial object contact (both
p<0.05), suggesting that they represented harder and less accurate ‘collisions’ with the object.
[Table 2 and Figures 3 & 4, near here]
Getting a grip without visual guidance
Comparisons of standard reach-to-grasp kinematics showed, as would be expected (e.g., Wing
et al. 1986; Jakobson and Goodale 1991; Whitwell et al. 2008), that movements made without
visual guidance were slower and less accurate than when vision was fully available (Table 3);
movement durations and grip closure times were significantly prolonged, with subjects
producing wider grasps at peak grip and initial object contact. While mean final grip
orientations (Table 1) were unaffected by view (i.e., Full versus No Vision) – consistent with
these end-postures being programmed in advance of movement onset (e.g., Rosenbaum et al.,
2001) – there were main effects for most other parameters of interest. But more notably, given
the Haggard and Wing (1997) caveat (see Introduction), relevant view x digit interactions
(Table 2) showed that neither the relative straightness nor consistency of the in-flight thumb
trajectory ‘vanished’ in the absence of on-line visual guidance (Fig.3), whereas the average
LatMaxdev of the finger and its approach variability increased significantly or nearly so (by
22% and 36%, respectively) compared to the Full Vision condition. By contrast, lack of visual
guidance mainly affected the thumb at the movement end-point being associated with a major
reduction in first-contacts (to only 44% of trials) compared to the Full Vision condition and
marked (~3-fold) increases in its positional variability at contact in both object dimensions.
These findings suggest that a direct and invariant thumb path was programmed by our subjects
while they viewed the goal objects during movement preparation in the No Vision condition,
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along with incorporation of a wider finger deviation designed to avoid colliding with them. But
they further suggest that when vision is available, its main importance for active guidance of
the thumb is in establishing accurate contact with the goal object.
[Table 3, near here]
Discussion
We examined previously unexplored aspects of the precision grasping of upright cylindrical
objects, the positions of which were varied so as to systematically alter the relative visibility
and closeness of the thumb and finger contact sites before (No Vision) as well as during (Full
Vision) the movements. Getting a grip in the tasks examined clearly involved different actions
of the thumb and finger. Three findings were of general significance, because they are contrary
to the tenets of several contemporary grasping models and to casual assumptions routinely
made in empirical studies of this behaviour. First, we found that the thumb and finger were
usually moving in the same – not opposing – directions at the moment of peak grip aperture
(see Fig.2), indicating that this maximal opening of the digits is more an emergent property of
their differing trajectories than a specific function of grip formation. Second, we show that the
movements rarely ended in simultaneous pincering of the object by the opposing digits; the
thumb usually made first contact, with the finger arriving later (by ~40 msec, on average). In
fact, consistent with this, a similar average delay in initial force production by the ‘leading’ and
‘following’ digits during the preloading phase of adult precision grip formation was
demonstrated some time ago (Forssberg et al. 1991). Third, we show that when the same
movements are made in the absence of vision, it was not each digit (or the ‘hand’) that opened
wider to increase the safety margin (e.g., Wing et al. 1986; Jakobson and Goodale 1991;
Whitwell et al. 2008), but mainly an increased deviation of the finger away from its side of the
target.
Of more direct relevance to our main experimental questions, the thumb trajectory was
always much straighter and less variable than the finger path. While these features of thumb
transport were hardly affected by preventing its visual guidance, the reliability of its firstcontact and initial positioning on the object were particularly disrupted in the No Vision
condition, indicating these resulted from loss of ‘active control’ (e.g., Haggard and Wing,
1997) when visual feedback was unavailable. There were even trends for the finger deviation
to increase more than that of the thumb when participants grasped; (1) the smaller diameter
object, indicating that the finger movement was more influenced by this intrinsic object
property; and (2) the most peripherally-located (+30o) objects for which relative differences in
the visibility/proximity of their respective contact sites were least pronounced. We
11
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acknowledge, though, that our attempt to equalize these latter was not completely successful,
since the thumb remained slightly nearer to the body in the final grip posture adopted by our
subjects when grasping the peripherally-located objects.

Experiment 2: Getting a grip without vision of the thumb or the finger
For this reason, we undertook a further perturbation experiment, in which we examined the
consequences of selectively removing on-line visual feedback from the thumb or from the
finger on precision grip formation. We reasoned that if the two digits are subject to differential
active guidance, then selectively obscuring the thumb or the finger should have different
effects on grasping performance, whereas if they are equally guided the effects of the two
perturbations should be equivalent. We tested this by requiring subjects to get a precision grip
on luminous ‘glow-in-the-dark’ objects, while wearing different cotton gloves impregnated
with the same photo-luminescent paint. One glove was completely covered with paint so that
whole hand could be seen, whereas for two others, either the thumb or the index finger was
selectively blacked out.
Objects in this experiment were also two upright cylinders and of exactly the same
dimensions (and similar weight) to those used in Experiment 1, but made of wood and painted
so that they presented uniform surfaces to the subjects. The test objects were thus more akin to
generic/neutral ‘dowels’ rather than the ‘familiar’ (household) items – with possible functional
or semantic associations – of Experiment 1. However, before we painted them, we carried out
an extensive study (involving 10 participants), in which we compared binocular and monocular
movements made to these two sets of objects using a similar protocol and range of analyses to
that of Melmoth and Grant (2006). Of the 24 kinematic and 11 ‘error’ parameters measured,
there was not a single main effect of object category on performance (unpublished data),
consistent with evidence that parameterization of grasping movements in which the final aim is
simply to lift the target or move it aside is determined by the object’s volumetric properties, not
its functional identity (Kritikos et al. 2001; Valyear et al. 2011). Thus the different objects used
should not, in themselves, have influenced performance in the two parts of this study.
Materials & Methods
Twelve right-handed subjects participated, each of whom completed 4 blocks of 24 trials. In
these they precision grasped the two (2.4 cm and 4.8 cm diameter) objects covered in photoluminescent acrylic paint (Glowtec, UK), placed at the same near midline and two just off-
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midline far locations as in Experiment 1, with 4 repetitions of each trial-combination. The first
block was conducted under normal ‘Full-light’ laboratory conditions in which vision of the
whole painted gloved hand and the objects was always available. This was followed by 3
blocks performed with the room lights dimmed while wearing the different gloves; that is,
under ‘Whole Hand’ (control), ‘No Thumb’ or ‘No Finger’ in-the-dark conditions. These were
counterbalanced between subjects who, of course, were aware in advance of the ‘view-of-hand’
conditions under which they were about to perform. Spots of paint were applied to the table
surface (at 10 cm intervals between the start and the 2 far locations) to add some pictorial cues
(e.g., height-in-scene) to target position in the reduced light conditions, in which the luminance
of the glove and target were generally between 0.5-1 cd/m2. Other task procedures and
methods of hand movement recording and data analyses followed those of Experiment 1.
The purpose of including the Full-light condition was to confirm that our subjects
performed the task properly when allowed normal vision of their moving hand, the target and
its immediate surroundings, and that removing this latter environmental information in the
Whole Hand in-the-dark condition did not affect their performance in ways other than those
expected from similar work (Churchill et al. 2000). The mean kinematic data obtained (see
Table 4) indicated that these expectations were met, as they replicated evidence that reducing
the environment context in this latter condition resulted in slower movements (e.g., reduced
peak reaching velocity; longer movement durations) and in larger grip sizes at peak and object
contact, compared to normal performance in Full-light. The analyses presented thus focuses on
the main issue of possible differences between the 3 view-of-hand conditions in-the-dark.
Finally, in response to a suggestion by a previous Reviewer, the last 2 participants in the
experiment completed a 4th trial-block in which both the thumb and the index finger of the
glove were blacked out. This ‘No Digit’ condition was intended to examine which, if any,
effects on performance in the separate No Thumb and No Finger conditions might be additive.
Data presented on this are restricted to the only parameter in which they were.
Results
As shown in Table 4, there were no main effects of the 3 view-of-hand conditions on early
kinematic measures of the reach (peak velocity and its timing) or the grasp (peak grip aperture
and its timing). Nor did view-of-hand affect the amplitude of the digit’s maximal trajectory
deviations, trial-by-trial approach variability or the final grip orientations; as in our first
experiment, the thumb always took a more direct and less variable route to the objects than the
finger [both F(1,11)>15, p<0.002]. Moreover, the LatMaxdev exhibited the same digit x location
[F(2,22)=4.8, p=0.024] and digit x size [F(1,11)=11.1, p=0.007] interactions as before, due to
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relatively wider deviation of the finger during movements to the uncrossed (+10o) position and
to the smaller object. We conclude from this that participants similarly programmed these
movement parameters and outcomes based on the identical views of the glow-in-the-dark
objects available to them before they began to move. We further conclude that these
parameters were unaffected by ‘anticipatory control’ that could have derived from the subject’s
advance knowledge that one of their digits would be visually occluded during the later
feedback phase of the movement on some trial-blocks.
[Table 4 & Figure 5, near here]
Obscuring the thumb, however, significantly compromised components of the grasp
during this on-line guidance phase. First, there was a 3-way view-of-hand x digit x time
interaction [F(5,55)=2.7, p=0.02] on approach variability, this being due to greater variability in
the thumb compared to finger path at the 90% and penultimate recording frame in the
movement duration in the No Thumb condition. Second, participants selectively slowed down
their final approach to the objects, producing prolonged grip closure times and more careful,
low velocity contacts with them (Table 4). Post hoc tests revealed that both effects were
significant [p<0.01] compared to the No Finger condition, and were generally greater when
subjects grasped the larger of the two objects when unable to see their thumb (Fig.5A), with
this view-of-hand x size interaction achieving significance for the grip closure time [F(2,22)=3.5,
p=0.047]. Finally, while the thumb (as in Experiment 1) always made the majority of firstcontacts with the objects, there was a significant view-of-hand x digit interaction for this
parameter [F(4,44)=9.0, p=0.002]. This occurred because – despite the slower approach – the
proportion of thumb first-contact (77.8% ± 12.9 sd) was substantially reduced [p<0.001] when
vision of this digit was occluded compared to the Whole Hand condition (96.7% ± 4.6 sd).
There was also a main view-of-hand effect on the grip size at contact (Table 4),
whereby preventing vision of the finger resulted in significantly wider grasps compared to the
No Thumb condition [p=0.046]. We interpret this effect as due to a relative loss of grip
precision with No Finger visible, because it occurred regardless of object size (Fig.5B),
whereas an ‘improvement’ in accuracy resulting from slower grip closure when the thumb was
occluded would be expected mainly for the large object. In support of this interpretation, there
was a view-of-hand x digit interaction [F(1,11)=5.5, p=0.013] in positional variability at contact,
which appeared (LSD test, p=0.029) due to a reduced consistency in thumb placement in the
depth axis of the objects in the No Thumb (mean 6.6 mm ± 0.46) compared to the Whole Hand
(mean 5.7 mm ± 0.89) conditions. Either way, the effects of the two perturbations were clearly
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non-equivalent, with selective occlusion of the thumb causing most disruption to on-line
control of the grasp.
Inspection of the limited data obtained for the ‘No Digit’ condition from the last 2
subjects revealed only one obvious additive effect, in which trial-by-trial positional variability
of both initial thumb and finger placements increased by factors of 1.33-1.5 times compared to
the separate No Thumb and No Finger trial blocks. This is reminiscent of a major consequence
of removing all vision of the moving hand versus the Full Vision condition in Experiment 1.

General Discussion
It is generally accepted that vision contributes to getting a precision grasp in three important
ways: selecting the most suitable positions on the goal object for grip stability; helping to plan
the optimal hand path so that collision with the object or any non-target obstacles is avoided;
and providing guidance for the thumb and finger to their pre-selected contact sites. How the
underlying visuomotor transformations are implemented, however, remain matters of widely
differing opinion (e.g., see Smeets and Brenner 1999; commentaries by Various Authors
1999). Some argue that the thumb and finger have essentially equivalent functions in grip
formation and are visually guided together (Jeannerod 1981; Hoff and Arbib 1993; Paulignan
et al. 1997; Rosenbaum et al. 2001; Meulenbroek et al. 2002) or independently (Smeets and
Brenner 1999, 2001, 2002), while others suggest that only the thumb is selected for active
guidance (Wing and Fraser, 1983; Haggard and Wing 1997; Galea et al. 2001). The data
obtained from our two experiments are mutually consistent with this latter suggestion.
It was notable that the relative directness and consistency of the thumb trajectories were
little affected by removing all vision (Experiment 1) or by selectively occluding vision of this
digit (Experiment 2) during their movements. This strongly suggests that the straightness of the
thumb path was programmed to contact the nearer side of the goal objects prior to movement
onset. But the data further suggest that the relative visibility of this contact position was
normally exploited to enhance on-line guidance of the grasp, since movements made without
the benefit of any vision or with the thumb occluded resulted in selective increases in grip
closure time and in positional variability of the thumb placement, along with reductions in
first-object contacts made by this digit.
We do not know where our participants were looking while performing the present
tasks. However, we are currently combining gaze with hand movement recordings to monitor
fixation patterns when subjects grasp a cylindrical target presented alone or with an obstacle
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nearby. Results obtained thus far indicate that, regardless of the target conditions, most
subjects fixate the target’s centre of mass around the time of movement onset, but direct their
gaze towards the ‘thumb side’ of the object in the later feedback period just before contact. As
also inferred from our present experiments, anchoring gaze on or near the thumb landing-site
during grip closure could serve a dual purpose, both of which are improved by binocular vision
compared to one eye alone (Servos and Goodale 1994; Watt and Bradshaw 2000; Melmoth and
Grant 2006; Melmoth et al. 2007; Anderson and Bingham 2010): to guide the thumb to a ‘soft’
and accurate contact (e.g., Johansson et al. 2001) – a form of collision avoidance – at this site
and to provide feedback about the narrowing thumb-object depth for on-line movement
corrections preparatory to grip application.
The programmed outward trajectory of the finger, by contrast, appears dedicated to
avoid colliding with the other, non-fixated, edge of the object. This conceptualization is
supported by evidence that our subjects increased their safety margin for collision avoidance
by selectively widening their finger deviation prior to grasping the smaller and less stable
object used here, regardless of whether vision was available or not during the movement. Also
consistent with this idea, Schlicht and Schrater (2007) have shown that increased lateral
deviation of the finger scales with the degree of visual uncertainty and wider grip opening
associated with reaching for cylindrical objects placed in increasingly peripheral vision. Our
evidence further suggests that this digit was the less actively guided of the two. Taken together,
this would imply that contacting the object with the finger before the thumb represents a failure
of collision avoidance, and our finding that finger-first contacts were generally ‘hard’ and
imprecise is indicative of an error of this kind (see Melmoth et al, 2007). It would also explain
a key finding in our glow-in-the-dark experiment; that subjects close both their digits more
slowly (i.e., between peak grip and initial contact) when they cannot see their thumb – just as
when visual feedback from the whole hand is unavailable (present results; Jakobson and
Goodale 1991; Churchill et al 2000; Watt and Bradshaw 2000; Schettino et al. 2003) – but
make initial thumb contact with a wider grip aperture, because they are more cautiously closing
just their finger when vision of this digit is selectively occluded.
We examined performance on a simple precision grasping and lifting task involving isolated
cylindrical objects. An important question is whether our findings generalize to other types of
precision grasping or whether the digits have flexible roles which change with task conditions
(Mon-Williams and McIntosh 2000). In this context, de Grave et al. (2008) examined the
pattern of visual fixations made by subjects when precision grasping different shapes held by a
Plexiglass frame at eye-level, such that the goal positions of the thumb and finger were equally
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visible. Subjects grasped the objects with their index finger vertically oriented above the thumb
(i.e., in grip pronation). They found that gaze was strongly biased towards the finger-landing
site on the objects, even when this site was deliberately masked while the thumb-contact
position remained in view or when the thumb position was more difficult to contact because its
surface area was very small. In subsequent work, Brouwer et al. (2009) further showed that the
finger nearly always made first-contact with the shape, irrespective of its configuration, with
the thumb subsequently (by ~80 ms, on average) contacting it from below. That is, the finger
appeared to be the more active visual guide and showed a similar specialization in role that we
found was devolved to the thumb.
We suggest that the really key difference between these studies and ours was that their
subjects grasped the objects with the digits in pronated (see also Desanghere and Marotta
2011) – rather than horizontal – opposition, and hypothesize that such end-postural constraints
strongly influence the particular digit that will be selected as the on-line guide. Evidence that
the finger also takes a straighter and less variable trajectory than the thumb to establish firstcontact with the shapes in their task – which is not their current assumption (de Grave et al.
2008; Brouwer et al. 2009), but is yet to be formally evaluated – would provide support for
our hypothesis. Wider thumb deviations accompanied by finger-first contacts have, however,
been reported to predominate on a task which required subjects to horizontally pincer-grip
circular disks along an opposition axis exactly orthogonal to their mid-sagittal plane (Smeets
and Brenner 2001). As the authors noted, these unnatural conditions necessitated extreme (i.e.,
uncomfortable) wrist flexion in order to achieve the end-point grip postures demanded. Fingerfirst contacts also predominated in Schlicht and Schrater’s (2007) study of grasping in
peripheral vision. But in this case the goal objects were obviously never directly fixated and
were supported by a cradling device, so there was no cost of collision.
In fact, some qualified support for our hypothesis is offered by Brouwer et al (2009)
who, in a second experiment, had subjects grasp a square or triangle (with its apex directed to
the left or right on different trials) with a horizontally-oriented grip. When grasping the former,
symmetrical, target (i.e., most analogous to the cylinders in our experiments) it was the thumb
landing-site to which gaze was principally directed; the finger-side of the shapes only attracted
substantial fixations on the task in which this digit had to be guided to the apex of the triangle,
the site which was most difficult to contact. While it is clear that further studies of fixation
strategies associated with different grasping actions and orientations are warranted, including
those involving complex/asymmetric objects (Lederman and Wing 2003; Kleinholdermann et
al. 2007), for the moment, self-observation testifies to the validity of the results presented here.
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We would invite readers to precision grasp an object similar to those that we used employing
the index finger as the visual guide to first-contact: the unnatural feel and extra effort
associated with such a movement confirms the advantage of primarily guiding the thumb under
these task conditions.
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Figure 1: Grip profile. A typical grasping movement obtained from a normal subject in a
previous study (Melmoth and Grant, 2006). The grip aperture remained stable for ~400 ms
prior to movement onset, opened to a peak grip at ~875 ms, then closed on the object. The
open circle represents the moment of first contact by one of the digits (causing the object to be
displaced by >1mm in 3D space); the filled circle represents contact by the second digit almost
100 ms later, so that the grip size now matched to the target’s diameter (48 mm) just before it
was lifted. Note; the profile is of ‘raw’ data, uncorrected for digit thickness, so that the aperture
of ~48 mm at the beginning represents a combination of the distances between the marker
centroids on the thumb and finger and their contacts with the 30 mm diameter start button.
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Figure 2: Digit trajectories. Frame-by-frame positions of the thumb- (grey circles) and fingertip (black circles) during movements of a right-handed subject to precision grasp the (a) small
and (b) large objects (open circles) at the 10o crossed (left) and 30o uncrossed (right) positions.
The view is from above showing the forward (y-axis) and lateral (x-axis) movement
components with respect to the initial digit locations on the midline start button. Dotted lines:
the direct path from the start position of each digit to its initial object contact position;
continuous arrows: the points of maximal lateral deviation in the digit’s trajectory; white
squares: the moments of peak grip aperture. Note the straighter path taken by the thumb and
the occurrence of late outward deviations (broken arrows) in its trajectory.
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Figure 3: Approach variability. Average trial-by-trial standard deviations in the thumb (grey
columns) and finger (black columns) trajectories at different points in the movements
performed under (a) Full Vision and (b) No Vision conditions. Data are the averages across
subjects in the variability of the lateral deviations of the thumb and finger, with end-1
representing the penultimate recording frame before each digit made contact with the object.
Error bars, SEM.
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Figure 4: The thumb as the digit of first-contact. Distribution of distances (in mm) across all
trials (n=192) by which the thumb (left side of histogram) or finger (right side of histogram)
was closest to the centre of the target at the moment of initial object contact, defined as its
displacement by >1 mm in 3D space. (The closest digit was assumed to have caused this initial
target displacement). Simultaneous ‘pincering’ by both digits (at 0 mm ±1 mm, double arrowhead) occurred on a minority (~8%) of trials.
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Figure 5: Effects of view-of-hand condition on grasping performance. (a) Mean grip
closure times and (b) average grip sizes at initial object contact when grasping the small and
large targets in the Whole-Hand (left), No-Thumb (middle) and No-Finger (right) conditions.
Error bars, SEM
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Table 1. Average (± sd) final grip angles (degrees) by object position and size,
under Full Vision and No Vision conditions
Full Vision
Object position
Near, midline
o

Far, crossed (-10 )

No Vision

Small

Large

Small

Large

64.1 (± 6.3)

56.6 (± 5.9)

63.9 (± 6.4)

56.6 (± 5.9)

74.3 (± 4.5)

66.8 (± 5.2)

72.7 (± 5.1)

68.8 (± 6.2)

o

48.2 (± 5.6)

40.1 (± 4.2)

47.9 (± 5.9)

40.8 (± 4.9)

o

36.8 (± 4.2)

29.4 (± 3.8)

37.9 (± 4.9)

28.5 (± 4.2)

Far, uncrossed (+10 )
Far, uncrossed (+30 )

Table 2. Average (± sd) median values of the pre-contact trajectories and at contact
dependent measures for the thumb and finger, and effects of viewing conditions
Full View
Dependent measure

No Vision

F-Statistic

Thumb

Finger

Thumb

Finger

View x Digit (1,5)

Maximum Deviation (mm)

31.3 (± 1.8)

57.1 (± 5.0)

36.1 (± 2.7)

69.8 (± 6.7)

15.2, p=0.011

Approach Variability (mm)

6.5 (± 1.5)

7.4 (± 1.8)

6.4 (± 1.8)

10.1 (± 4.2)

4.3, p=0.09 (ns)

81.2 (± 10.7)

11.8 (± 10.3)

45.1 (± 9.7)

52.1 (± 8.2)

80.6, p<0.001

X-axis (frontal)

3.6 (± 0.5)

3.9 (± 0.4)

11.7 (± 2.2)

9.0 (± 1.8)

8.3, p=0.034

Y-axis (depth)

3.6 (± 0.5)

4.4 (± 1.2)

10.2 (± 1.8)

8.9 (± 1.6)

17.6, p=0.009

Pre-Contact Trajectory

At Contact
First Contact Digit (%)
Positional Variability (mm)
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Table 3. Average (± sd) median values of reach-to-grasp planning and execution dependent
measures, and effects of viewing conditions
Full Vision
(mean + sd)

No Vision
(mean + sd)

F-statistics(1,5)

Movement Planning
Reaction Time (ms)

449

(88)

458

(75)

F=0.0, p=0.9 (ns)

Peak Velocity (mm/s)

770

(81)

689

(101)

F=3.4, p=0.125 (ns)

Time to Peak Velocity (ms)

290

(28)

269

(59)

F=0.5, p=0.5 (ns)

76

(6)

94

(17)

F=14.4, p=0.013

504

(47)

533

(113)

F=0.4, p=0.5 (ns)

Movement Duration (ms)

832

(64)

1089

(156)

F=15.2, p=0.011

Grip Closure Time (ms)

211

(64)

326

(57)

F=16.4, p=0.01

Grip Size at Contact (mm)

49

(6)

61

(14)

F=12.4, p=0.017

Velocity at Contact (mm/s)

85

(24)

117

(65)

F=3.5, p=0.12 (ns)

Peak Grip Aperture (mm)
Time to Peak Grip (ms)
Movement Execution

Table 4. Average (± sd) kinematics of movement planning and execution under the three
view-of-hand conditions in glow-in-the-dark
Full Light
(mean ±sd)

Whole Hand
(mean ±sd)

No Thumb
(mean ±sd)

No Finger
(mean ±sd)

F-statistics(2,22)

Movement Planning
Reaction Time (ms)

473 (95)

480

(72)

510

(107)

506

(116)

F=2.9, p=0.1 (ns)

Peak Velocity (mm/s)

869 (76)

849

(69)

832

(103)

810

(44)

F=1.1, p=0.2 (ns)

Time to Peak Velocity (ms)

310 (36)

302

(34)

304

(39)

304

(42)

F=0.1, p=0.9 (ns)

73 (7)

75

(7)

74

(7)

75

(7)

F=2.8, p=0.1 (ns)

573 (71)

587

(77)

579

(68)

578

(85)

F=0.2, p=0.8 (ns)

Movement Duration (ms)

871 (93)

974 (157)

1016

(165)

977

(151)

F=2.0, p=0.2 (ns)

Grip Closure Time (ms)

198 (68)

235

(65)

260

(66)

224

(59)

F=5.8, p=0.009

Grip Size at Contact (mm)

46 (3)

50

(4)

48

(5)

52

(4)

F=4.8, p=0.019

Velocity at Contact (mm/s)

99 (53)

118

(65)

101

(35)

125

(48)

F=4.6, p=0.033

Peak Grip Aperture (mm)
Time to Peak Grip (ms)
Movement Execution

Data are presented for the Full Light condition (boxed) to show that overall movement speed and
accuracy was generally increased compared to movements performed in the dark with the whole hand
visible. The F-statistical comparisons are only between the three experimental (in-the-dark) conditions.
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